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Abstract

Globally, the pressures of expanding populations, climate change, and increased

energy demands are motivating significant investments in re-operationalizing ex-

isting reservoirs or designing operating policies for new ones. These challenges

require an understanding of the tradeoffs that emerge across the complex suite

of multi-sector demands in river basin systems. This study benchmarks our

current capabilities to use Evolutionary Multi-Objective Direct Policy Search

(EMODPS), a decision analytic framework in which reservoirs’ candidate oper-

ating policies are represented using parameterized global approximators (e.g.,

radial basis functions) then those parameterized functions are optimized using

multi-objective evolutionary algorithms to discover the Pareto approximate op-

erating policies. We contribute a comprehensive diagnostic assessment of mod-

ern MOEAs’ abilities to support EMODPS using the Conowingo reservoir in

the Lower Susquehanna River Basin, Pennsylvania, USA. Our diagnostic results

highlight that EMODPS can be very challenging for some modern MOEAs and

that epsilon dominance, time-continuation, and auto-adaptive search are helpful

for attaining high levels of performance. The ε-MOEA, the auto-adaptive Borg

MOEA, and ε-NSGAII all yielded superior results for the six-objective Lower
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Susquehanna benchmarking test case. The top algorithms show low sensitiv-

ity to different MOEA parameterization choices and high algorithmic reliabil-

ity in attaining consistent results for different random MOEA trials. Overall,

EMODPS poses a promising method for discovering key reservoir management

tradeoffs; however algorithmic choice remains a key concern for problems of

increasing complexity.

Keywords: multi-purpose reservoir control, direct policy search,

multi-objective evolutionary algorithm benchmark

1. Introduction

Operational water management within river basins worldwide is confronting

a challenging combination of growing population pressures, evolving multi-sector

demands, and climate change [19]. These challenges are pressing existing and

planned hydropower operations to adopt integrated water resources manage-5

ment that takes into account a broad range of social, economic, and environ-

mental issues [66]. Efficient multi-purpose reservoir management strategies are

critical given the growing risks for flood and drought shocks as well as the

need to meet evolving water allocation demands across a complex set of users

(e.g., balancing the variability of renewables or flow maintenance for ecosystem10

services [3, 9, 36]). However; identifying efficient and balanced reservoir man-

agement strategies that meet energy needs while maintaining other key river

basin services remains a severe challenge for actual operations.

Reservoir policies need to realistically consider the complex dynamics that

typify river basin systems. Consequently, the optimization techniques used in15

their design need to avoid simplifications that widely discourage their appli-

cation in real reservoir contexts [44]. Popular operational water management

frameworks ranging from classical tools (e.g., dynamic programming (DP) or

linear programming(LP) family of methods) to single-objective heuristics are

limited in the breadth of multi-objective formulations that they can resolve20

[6, 4, 24]. Traditionally, these approaches were developed for single objective
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formulations and only recently have they extended to multi-objective formula-

tions. Yet, they are still limited in their scalability and are not applied to many-

objective formulations (with more than four objectives) [22]. The weighting

schemes used in traditional multi-criterion implementations of single-objective25

methods are strongly sensitive to the convexity as well as the separability of the

resulting aggregate management objectives [6, 7]. These issues pose important

limits for formulations with heterogeneous objective functions. For instance,

a minimax reliability objective and an expected cost objective may encounter

difficulties when integrated into a single weighted function when using a DP30

framework. The classical approach for appropriately aggregating conflicting

objectives requires an a-priori, well-specified set of weights [20]. Using the ter-

minology of Cohon and Marks [11], DP-based solution strategies can also be

used as generating methods, where a suite of optimization runs are executed

as the weights for different objectives are varied to attain Pareto optimal so-35

lutions [57]. The Pareto optimal set represents the suite of solutions whose

performance in a single objective cannot be improved without degrading their

performance in one or more other objectives. Plotting this Pareto optimal set of

solutions in a problem’s objective space yields the Pareto front, or the geomet-

ric representation of the optimal tradeoffs. This scalarization process requires40

one optimization run for each point that defines a trade-off curve, which is

computationally very demanding and often results in poor representations of

the Pareto frontier [5]. These limitations make it important to understand the

value of algorithms capable of approximating the Pareto front in a single run

(e.g., Vamplew et al. [62], Castelletti et al. [5], Reed et al. [52]). Among these45

methods, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) have been demon-

strated to be capable of discovering high quality representations of complex

tradeoffs [49, 52, 46, 25].

Evolutionary Multobjective Direct Policy Search (EMODPS) provides a flex-

ible framework for employing MOEAs in complex multi-purpose reservoir sys-50

tems. Giuliani et al. [24] formalized this approach, which features reservoir

policy identification, multi-objective evolutionary optimization and visual ana-
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lytics to characterize the baseline operations and discover the key operational

tradeoffs to provide operators with guidance on balancing a reservoir system’s

competing demands. Rosenstein and Barto [55] first introduced direct policy55

search (DPS) in the general control theory literature. DPS is also known as

parameterization-simulation-optimization in the water resources literature [42]

with earlier water resources applications found in Guariso et al. [28] and Oliveira

and Loucks [50]. EMODPS provides users with flexibility in how to formulate

and solve multi-objective reservoir control problems. EMODPS benefits from60

(1) the simultaneous consideration of heterogeneous forms of objective functions

(e.g., minimax and expected value) [23], (2) the potential use of exogenous infor-

mation to condition control decisions, [26] and (3) simulation-based treatment

of uncertainties in system dynamics or performance [25]. EMODPS copes with

high dimensionality reservoir’s operational decisions by instead optimizing the65

parameters of a control policy. This is a parsimonious approach that broadens

analysis of complex reservoir systems; the systems do not need to be simpli-

fied as the methodology can accommodate more objectives and uncertainties

without increasing substantially a problem’s difficulty.

Despite these practical advantages, the success of EMODPS is highly de-70

pendent on appropriately representing the space of possible operating policies

as well as the MOEA’s capability to optimize them. The flexibility and ac-

curacy of global approximators to represent alternative operating policies has

been assessed in Giuliani et al. [24]. Although there are a growing number of

studies exploring the EMODPS framework, at present no rigorous algorithmic75

assessments have been completed. The key contribution and focus of this study

is to diagnose the difficulty of using MOEAs to support the EMODPS frame-

work using the six-objective Lower Susquehanna test case, and analyze which

MOEAs are more suitable for finding the best Pareto approximate set. The

Lower Susquehanna test case is challenging due to its large number of conflict-80

ing multi-sector demands and the time resolution of the analysis, which is linked

to the rapidly changing energy prices. Key system demands include hydropower

production, urban water supply, recreation and environmental requirements.
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2. Lower Susquehanna River Basin Benchmark

The Susquehanna River is the largest river in the eastern United States,85

contributing 50% of the inflows to the Chesapeake Bay. The basin drains over

a 71,000 km2 watershed and provides public water supply for a population of

4.1 million people. In the Lower Susquehanna River Basin, the Conowingo dam

plays a key role in balancing the multi-sector water demands within the region,

representing one of the largest non-federal hydroelectric dams in the U.S. (see90

Figure 1). The Conowingo Dam embodies a complex multi-objective system

due to the competing demands between hydropower production, environmental

flow requirements, cooling water for Peach Bottom Nuclear Power Plant, recre-

ational use and water supply for Baltimore, MD and Chester, PA. (illustrated

in Figure 2). To address these issues, the Susquehanna River Basin Commis-95

sion has historically led computer-aided adaptive management [56] to mediate

compromises across the system’s multi-sector demands. More recently, Giuliani

et al. [25] have contributed a more explicit analysis of the tradeoffs confronting

the Lower Susquehanna, highlighting important potential conflicts between hy-

dropower revenue, nuclear power cooling water, and environmental flow require-100

ments. The Lower Susquehanna test case is representative of the management

challenges faced in reservoir systems worldwide. A key question explored in this

study is how capable of MOEAs are at capturing their tradeoffs. Building off of

the initial contributions of Giuliani et al. [25], the Lower Susquehanna provides

an excellent benchmarking test case to evaluate this question.105

2.1. Susquehanna River Basin Model

The Lower Susquehanna simulation model used in this study is based on

the historical formulation in Giuliani et al. [25], where a dynamic mass balance

over a historical time series of inflows and evaporation rates as well as the

Conowingo and Muddy Run Reservoirs’ releases. Muddy Run Reservoir is a110

pumped hydropower operation which takes advantage of intra-daily cycles in

energy prices. During off-peak hours, water is pumped uphill from Conowingo
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Reservoir into Muddy Run Reservoir; this water is released during peak hours

to maximize hydropower profit for the combined system.

The power house, located in Conowingo, MD, exploits the reduced pric-115

ing associated with excess grid capacity during off peak hours to pump water

from the Conowingo Reservoir uphill into Muddy Run, the water then relies

on gravity-based return flows to Conowingo to take advantage of peak power

demand periods.

Direct rainfall over the reservoir surface can be negligible in relation to120

flow contributions from upstream contributing areas. Evaporation, in the other

hand, is considered since this test case focuses on prolonged summer droughts

were the losses are not negligible. These relationships are described in Equation

1:

sCOt+1 = sCOt + qCOt+1 + qCO,Lt+1 − rCOt+1 − ECOt+1 − q
p
t+1 + rMR

t+1

sMR
t+1 = sMR

t + qMR
t+1 − rMR

t+1 − EMR
t+1 + qpt+1

(1)

where sit are the volume of water stored at each reservoir (i=Conowingo Reser-125

voir(CO), Muddy Run Reservoir(MR)), qCOt+1 and qCO,Lt+1 , are the mainstem mea-

sured at the Marietta gauging station and lateral inflow to the Conowingo reser-

voir, respectively, qMR
t+1 is the inflow to Muddy Run, and qpt+1 is the water

pumped from Conowingo to Muddy Run. The volume released is given by the

release function: rit+1 = f(sit, u
i
t, q

i
t+1, E

i
t+1), [57], which depends on the storage130

sit, the release decision uit, the inflow qit+1, and the evaporation loss Eit+1. The

release rCOt+1 is actually a vector of 4 releases that supply water to the atomic

power plant, Baltimore, Chester, and downstream through the Conowingo power

plant. The time subscript of each variable represents the time instant at which

it assumes a deterministic value. The reservoir storage is measured at time t,135

whereas inflow has subscript t + 1, denoting the inflow to the reservoir in the

time interval [t, t + 1). The decision time-step is set at 4 hours to balance the

need to follow hourly energy prices and to have a time-step sufficiently long to
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avoid impact by turbine operation mechanics.

The multi-stakeholder objectives for the dam are modeled over the simula-140

tion time horizon H of one year (see Figure 2). An annual simulation horizon

is considered because of the minor regulation capacity of the reservoir system,

and the negligible dependence to its initial state (i.e., reservoir levels at the

beginning of the simulation).

Hydropower Revenue (to be maximized). Defined as the economic rev-145

enue obtained from hydropower production at the Conowingo hydropower plant.

Revenue is a function of the hourly energy production (HPt) given in MWh and

the hourly energy price (ρt) in US $/MWh, defined in Equation 2. The energy

prices are defined by the seven hour moving average of the energy price trajec-

tory in the Pennsylvania, New Jersey-Maryland (PJM) energy market [21].150

Jhyd =

H∑
t=1

(HPt · ρt) (2)

HPt = ηgγwh̄tq
Turb
t · 10−6 (3)

The hourly energy production (MWh) is defined by Equation 3, where η is

the turbine efficiency, g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), γw is the

water density (1000 kg/m3), h̄t is the net hydraulic head in meters, namely the

reservoir level minus tailwater level and qTurbt is the turbined flow in m3/s.

Water Supply Reliability to Baltimore, Chester and the Atomic155

Power Plant (to be maximized). Each of the water demand objectives is mea-

sured as the daily average volumetric reliability defined accordingly to Hashimoto

et al. [34] as:

JV R,i =
1

H

H∑
t=1

Y it
Di
t

(4)

where Y it is the daily delivery in m3, Di
t is the corresponding daily demand in

m3, and subscript i represents the water supply to either Baltimore, Chester or160

to the Atomic Power Plant.
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Recreation (to be maximized). Defined as the storage reliability (SR) in

weekends of the touristic season. Given by the relationship between number

of weekend days in the touristic season below the target level (nF ) and the

total number of weekends in the touristic season (Nwe). The target level is 32.5165

meters (106.5 ft) to guarantee boating.

JSR = 1− nF
2Nwe

(5)

Environmental Shortage (to be minimized). Defined as the daily average

shortage index (SI) relative to the FERC flow requirements [12]. The quadratic

function in Equation 6 penalizes larger deficits while allowing small and more

frequent shortages [33].170

JSI =
1

H

H∑
t=1

(
max(Zt − Yt, 0)

Zt

)2

(6)

where Yt is the daily release and Zt is the FERC flow requirement, both in m3.

3. Methods

In the next sections, we first present a detailed overview of the EMODPS

framework as formalized by Giuliani et al. [24]. Then, we summarize the di-

agnostic framework implemented in this study to benchmark the MOEAs. We175

conclude this section by describing the suite of algorithms selected for evalua-

tion.

3.1. Evolutionary Multi-objective Direct Policy Search

Evolutionary Multi-objective Direct Policy Search (EMODPS) [24] is a simulation-

based approach that combines direct policy search, nonlinear approximating180

networks, and multi-objective evolutionary optimization to discover Pareto ap-

proximate control policies for multi-purpose reservoir systems. The key steps

in this framework are (1) the parameterization of candidate operating policies

using non-linear approximators, and (2) the use of multi-objective evolutionary
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search to identify parameterizations that yield Pareto approximate reservoir185

control policies that compose the tradeoffs across conflicting management ob-

jectives.

DPS refers to the explicit representation of a control policy (e.g., abstract-

ing a water reservoir guide curve) which maps system states and other observed

variables to an action (reservoir release) [59]. With DPS, the operating policy190

is first parameterized within a given family of functions (e.g., linear, piece-

wise linear, radial basis functions, etc.) and then the parameters that define

those functions are optimized with respect to the operating objectives. Previ-

ous studies have introduced this concept to the water resources literature for

single-objective reservoir optimization [50, 48, 42], assuming the shape of the195

operating rule empirically. EMODPS broadens direct policy search to a multi-

objective context and generalizes our capability to abstract complex operating

policies with nonlinear mathematical basis functions while accounting for mix-

tures of highly challenging, heterogeneous objectives (e.g., stochastic mixtures

of minimax measures of multi-sector costs and risks). Non-linear approxima-200

tors, such as artificial neural networks (ANN) and radial basis functions (RBFs)

can be used to flexibly map the system’s state onto decisions as time-varying,

complex non-linear relationships which should well approximate the unknown

optimal operating policies of complex multi-objective reservoir systems [61, 8, 2].

In particular, RBFs have been recently demonstrated to outperform ANNs in205

terms of their ease-of-use, parsimony, and their ability to generalize beyond

initial training scenarios [24].

Reservoir operations are modeled by identifying the feedback policy p, de-

fined by a temporal sequence of operating rules that give the release decision

ut = p(t, xt) at each time step t for the current system conditions xt (i.e.,210

the reservoir level). The day of year (time index t) implicitly considers energy

prices, water demands and environmental flow constraints. With EMODPS,

the operating policies are parameterized within a given class of functions, i.e.

ut = p(t, xt, θ) where θ is a vector of time-varying parameters. The values of

θ are determined through optimization of the policy parameters relative to the215
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reservoir’s objective functions. Optimizing the policy parameters relative to the

reservoir objectives seeks to yield policies that capture the potential preferences

embodied in the tradeoffs across the dam’s objectives.

In a multioutlet reservoir, the release decision associated to the kth outlet

is defined as:220

ukt =

n∑
i=1

wki ϕi(zt) (7)

where n is the number of RBFs ϕi, wi is the weight of the ith basis function,

and zt is the input vector whose elements are time t and state xt (i.e. reservoir

level). The weights sum to 1 and are nonnegative. Each RBF is defined as

follows:

ϕi(zt) = exp

[
−

m∑
j=1

(zt − cj,i)2

b2j,i

]
(8)

where m is the number of input variables, zt is either the time index or the225

reservoir level, ci, bi are the m-dimensional center and radius vectors of the ith

RBF. The parameter vector θ is defined as θ = [ci,j , bi,j , w
k
i ], with i = 1, ..., n,

j = 1, ...,m and k = 1, ..., Nu, where the center and radius are normalized (i.e.

ci,j ∈ [−1, 1], and bi,j ∈ (0, 1]). The inputs to the RBF policy (time index and

reservoir level) are mapped into the outputs (downstream release decisions).230

Subsequently, their performance is evaluated in the objective space.

The policy parameters (θ) are determined by solving the following multi-

objective problem:

fθ∗ = argmin
θ
J(θ) (9)

The policy parameters θ, are the decision variables, the objective functions J

are the reservoir’s operating objectives, defined in Equations 2 through 6. The

parameters are obtained by simulating the system over the time horizon H, under

the policy p = {p(t, xt, θ); t = 0, ...,H − 1}. All the maximization objectives are235

multiplied by -1, to treat all the objectives as minimization functions.

Key benefits of the EMODPS framework include (1) multiple objectives can
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be optimized simultaneously in a single run, (2) the approach does not require

that the objective functions and the model constraints are time separable, (3)

the framework can be combined with any simulation model (including Monte240

Carlo ensembles), and (4) the non-linear approximators used to represent reser-

voir policies can easily incorporate exogenous information (e.g., weather obser-

vations or forecasts) to condition the decision without significantly increasing

computational challenges, enhancing the ease to evaluate further uncertainties.

For a more detailed analysis of the resulting EMODPS policies and their impli-245

cations for the Susquehanna River Basin, we direct the reader to [25].

3.2. Diagnostic Framework

This study implements a comprehensive diagnostic framework illustrated in

Figure 3 [29, 52] to compare the performance of several well-known MOEAs.

MOEAs are stochastic search tools that use different mating, mutation, selection250

and archiving parameters. Examples of such parameters can be found in Table

2. The default parameterizations for each MOEA are usually defined by finding

parameter values that are highly tuned and perform well for specific applica-

tions or for test instances; however, as we deal with more complex problems,

we encounter less predictable behavior and can no longer assume ideal param-255

eters [29, 52]. The diagnostic framework used in this study removes this bias

by sampling the full feasible parameter space for each evaluated MOEA using

Latin Hypercube samples (LHS). Each point drawn from the Latin Hypercube

sample in Figure 3 represents a full specification of an MOEA’s parameters. Fur-

thermore, each parameterization is benchmarked by running the MOEA using260

multiple randomly generated seeds to account for random effects when gen-

erating initial populations and guiding probabilistic search operators. Pareto

approximate sets are then computed for each parameter sample. The fitness of

the approximation sets is measured through performance metrics that evaluate

the solution’s convergence, diversity and consistency (discussed in more detail265

section 3.3). The Lower Susquehanna test case has an unknown true Pareto

front, hence an approximation of the front was obtained by combining all the
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non-dominated solutions attained across all runs of the seven MOEAs tested.

To simplify our nomenclature, in this study the best known Pareto approxima-

tion set will be referred to as the reference set, this set is used to calculate the270

performance metrics.

Our classification of the performance of an MOEA can be succinctly sum-

marized through its effectiveness, reliability, efficiency, and controllability. Ef-

fectiveness measures if an MOEA attains high levels of performance. Reliability

captures the variability in performance across parameterizations as well as ran-275

dom seed trials. Efficiency refers to attaining high levels of performance in a

minimum number of function evaluations (NFE). Controllability measures the

ease-of-use or sensitivity of MOEAs’ to their parameterizations. If an algorithm

is well suited for a problem, a wider range of its parameter combinations will

yield good performance; conversely, if an algorithm is not well suited for a prob-280

lem, or the problem is particularly difficult, it may be hard to find even a single

successful algorithm parameterization. Ideally, an MOEA would generate a high

quality Pareto approximation for any combination of its input parameters; this

is referred to a large ”sweet spot” in its parameter space [27].

Although the MOEA diagnostic framework employed in this study globally285

samples the algorithms’ full feasible parameterization spaces, Reed et al. [52]

demonstrated that showing performance with respect to the number of func-

tion evaluations and population size is sufficient to visualize the ease-of-use

and efficiency of the algorithms. Hence, the control maps depicted in Figure

3 summarize the full set of sampled parameterizations projected onto the two-290

dimensional subspace defined by the sampled ranges of NFE and population

sizes.

3.3. Performance Metrics

The MOEA search performance metrics used in this study are generational

distance, ε-indicator, and hypervolume. These metrics allow the comparison of295

the approximation sets by providing an appropriate quantification of proxim-

ity, consistency and diversity, respectively [37, 68, 10, 29]. The metrics were
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calculated relative to the reference set as illustrated in Figure 3.

Generational distance [63, 64] is the most basic measure of proximity. It

consists of the minimum point in the average Euclidean distance vector between300

solutions in an approximation set and its corresponding nearest solutions in

the reference set in the objective space. This is the easiest metric to meet; it

only requires a single point to be close to the reference set. The presence of

a single point near the reference set will strongly influence the calculation of

the minimum Euclidean distance between each of the objective vectors in the305

approximation set. Generational distance does not account for diversity and

if our solution consists of few points that are close to the reference set, this

solution may have good convergence but not diversity, meaning that a good

representation of the full set of tradeoffs is not achieved. A large value for this

metric implies that an MOEA has failed to find a single solution close to the310

reference set.

Additive epsilon-indicator [68] provides a measure of consistency, where

consistency refers to Pareto approximate sets that capture all portions of trade-

offs. The metric is computed as the largest distance that an approximation

set needs to be translated in order to dominate the reference set, thus making315

this metric very sensitive to gaps in tradeoffs. If a Pareto approximate set has

gaps, then solutions must be translated a much further distance, dramatically

increasing the additive ε-indicator metric value (see illustration of this effect in

[29] or [52]). A low value for this metric is desired as it measures the worst-case

distance from the reference set.320

Hypervolume [68] provides a measure of diversity and proximity. It quan-

tifies the volume of the objective space dominated by an approximation set;

therefore, this metric is to be maximized. In this study, hypervolume was nor-

malized relative to the reference set hypervolume; hence, a value of 1 would

mean that the approximation set dominates the same volume as the reference325

set. Hypervolume is generally the most challenging and comprehensive met-

ric providing insight of an algorithm’s convergence and the diversity of their

representation of tradeoffs.
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3.4. Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms

Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms are general purpose stochastic search330

methods simulating natural selection and biological evolution. MOEAs use op-

erators that imitate the processes of mating, mutation and selection to solve

multi-objective problem formulations. They start from an initial population of

randomly generated solutions, and then seek to iteratively improve this set of

solutions using selection, mutation and mating operators. MOEAs population-335

basis poses important practical advantages that help them deal with challenging

mathematical properties such as non-convexity, nonlinearity, stochasticity, and

mixtures of continuous as well as discrete decisions. These advantages are high-

lighted by [15, 10, 18]. Reed et al. [52] provide a review of further innovations

to MOEAs that dramatically enhanced their performance and usability. These340

innovations include epsilon-dominance archiving as introduced by Laumanns

et al. [45] that archives the box non-dominated solutions within a grid with user

specified resolution to guarantee convergence and diversity maintenance. An-

other important MOEA search innovation is termed time continuation, where

MOEAs continuously check for search stagnation and introduce new diverse so-345

lutions to reinvigorate the search. Most recently, a new class of self-adaptive

MOEAs that use feedbacks from their search progress to adapt their strategies

have been developed. Self-adaptivity improves the effectiveness, efficiency, reli-

ability, and controllability of the MOEAs [29, 30, 52], allowing the algorithm to

have less dependence upon specific parameter configurations.350

Encompassing the above reviewed MOEA innovations, this study bench-

marks seven state-of-the- art algorithms that comprise the representative suite

of modern tools described below and summarized in Table 1.

NSGAII. The Nondominated Sorted Genetic Algorithm II (NSGAII, Deb

et al. [17]) represents a key historical MOEA benchmark and is the most widely355

used algorithm at the time of this study. It features a fast non-dominated

sorting procedure that uses Pareto dominance relation to search for the entire

Pareto front in a single run. Diversity is preserved using a crowding distance

operator to measure how close an individual is to its neighbors. A large average
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crowding distance results in better diversity. Finally, parents are selected from360

the population by using tournament selection based on the rank and crowding

distance. Key advancements in NSGAII that have led to its wide use include

elitist selection operators (i.e., the best parents are likely to survive) as well as

its parameter free crowding distance operator to improve diversity maintenance.

ε-MOEA. The Epsilon Dominance Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm365

(ε-MOEA, Deb et al. [16]) is the first instance of an algorithm that actively

exploits epsilon dominance archiving as a feedback to search, that is the archive

of non-dominated solutions is iteratively updated in the presence of a new so-

lution and the population size is also adapted based on the concept of epsilon-

dominance. It also provides a theoretically guaranteed mechanism for main-370

taining convergence and diversity. In multi-dimensional problems convergence

maintenance becomes challenging since the number of non-dominated solutions

increases very quickly and it becomes difficult to discriminate between solu-

tions; this is also known as dominance resistance. Epsilon-dominance avoids

dominance resistance by providing stable and bounded archiving and enables375

the user to specify the desired precision for each objective allowing to maintain

convergence. Epsilon-dominance also provides users with means of improving

MOEA efficiency [41] by removing the computational burden of seeking Pareto

approximate solutions that are not significantly different from a numerical pre-

cision perspective. Epsilon dominance requires the user to specify the desired380

level of precision to identify epsilon non-dominated solutions. ε-MOEA is a

steady-state algorithm, meaning that only one solution in the population is

replaced for each full mating, mutation and selection loop. ε- MOEA uses

two co-evolving populations: a search population and an archive population.

The epsilon-dominance archive is actively exploited in each evolutionary loop385

where one solution from the population and one from the archive are chosen

for generating an offspring solution using the simulated binary crossover (SBX)

recombination operator [13] and the polynomial mutation (PM) operator [14]

to update the archive population.

ε-NSGAII. The epsilon dominance NSGAII (ε-NSGAII, Kollat [38], Kol-390
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lat and Reed [40]) extends the original NSGAII by including epsilon dominance

archiving, adaptive population sizing, and time continuation as part of a limited

degree of self-adaptive search. The ε-NSGAII uses a series of connected runs

where small populations are exploited to precondition search with successively

doubled population sizes. Pre-conditioning occurs by injecting current solutions395

within the epsilon-dominance archive into the initial generations of larger pop-

ulation runs. For example, when an initial smaller population evolves until it is

no longer making significant progress, then the population size increases, where

25% of the new population is composed of archived solutions and the remaining

75% are randomly generated (i.e., time continuation of search).400

MOEA/D. The Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithm Based on Decom-

position (MOEA/D, Zhang and Li [67]) exploits the decomposition strategy used

in traditional multi-objective optimization. It decomposes a multi-objective op-

timization problem into several scalar optimization sub-problems and optimizes

them simultaneously solving many single-objective Chebyshev decompositions405

in a single run. Each sub-problem is optimized by only using information from

its neighboring sub-problems. The population is composed of the best solution

found so far for each subproblem. Only the current solutions to its neighboring

subproblem are exploited for optimizing a subproblem in MOEA/D. Since its

introduction, the MOEA/D established itself as a benchmark for new MOEAs410

by winning the 2009 IEEE Congress on Evolutionary Computation (CEC 2009)

competition [52].

OMOPSO. Optimized Multi-objective Particle Swarm Optimization Algo-

rithm (OMOPSO, Reyes-Sierra and Coello [54]) contributed a popular multi-

objective extension of the Particle Swarm algorithm, inspired by the movement415

of organisms in a bird flock or a fish school. OMOPSO incorporates epsilon

dominance and uses a crowding factor for the selection of leaders. For each gen-

eration and for each particle, a leader is selected. Selection is made by binary

tournament based on the crowding value of the leaders. This proposal uses two

external archives: one for storing the leaders currently being used for performing420

the flight and another one for storing the final solutions. The crowding factor
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is used to filter out the list of leaders whenever the maximum limit imposed

on such list is exceeded. Only the leaders with the best crowding values are

retained.

GDE3. The third evolution step of generalized differential evolution (GDE3,425

Kukkonen and Lampinen [43]) is the multi-objective extension of the differential

evolution algorithm introduced by Storn and Price [58] for global optimization.

GDE3 starts with an arbitrary number of objectives and constraints. It intro-

duces an adaptive population and non-dominated sorting by pruning non dom-

inated solutions to decrease the population size at the end of each generation,430

aimed to improve solution diversity and to make it more stable to the popula-

tion parameter. The diversity maintenance technique is based on a crowding

estimation using the nearest neighbors of solutions in a Euclidean sense, and

a nearest neighbor’s search technique. GDE3 uses rotationally invariant op-

erators, producing offspring in any direction relative to the orientation of the435

fitness landscapes. This is an important characteristic for problems with high

dependency among its decision variables [35, 30].

Borg MOEA. Hadka and Reed [30] introduced the Borg MOEA, which is

not a single algorithm; alternatively, it represents a hyper-heuristic framework

(for a review see Burke et al. [1]), whose search operators are adaptively selected440

based on the progress being made in solving a problem. The adaptive discovery

of key operators is of particular importance for benchmarking how variation op-

erators enhance search for complex many-objective problems. The Borg MOEA

assimilates several design principles from existing MOEAs and introduces sev-

eral novel components. These components include: an ε-box dominance archive445

for maintaining convergence and diversity throughout search; ε-progress, which

is a computationally efficient measure of search progression and stagnation; an

adaptive population sizing operator based on ε-NSGAII’s [39] use of time contin-

uation to maintain search diversity and to facilitate escape from local optima;

multiple recombination operators to enhance search in a wide assortment of450

problem domains; and the steady-state, elitist model of ε-MOEA [16] which can

be easily extended for use on parallel computing [51, 31].
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4. Computational Experiment

As described in Section 3.1, the EMODPS framework abstracts the Conowingo

reservoir’s operations using RBF-based simulations of alternative operating poli-455

cies. The experiments are based on the historical formulation in Giuliani et al.

[25] which are run over the trajectories of inflows, evaporation, and energy

prices of 1999 representing a dry, challenging year. The Pareto-approximate set

of policies is composed of RBF functions mapping reservoir level and time into

reservoir release decisions. Each radial basis function is defined by its center,460

radius and weight parameters. For the Lower Susquehanna test case, this prob-

lem has a total of 32 parameters that are used to generate four release decisions

every four hours for a given operational year. These four release decisions are

required for water supply to Baltimore, Chester and the Atomic Power Plant

and for downstream release. The RBF output release decisions are a function of465

inputs for the time index and reservoir level as illustrated in Figure 4. The seven

MOEAs evaluated in this study seek to identify Pareto approximate reservoir

policies by finding the RBF’s shape parameters that yield the best representa-

tion of the tradeoffs across the six objectives of the Conowingo reservoir. For

those algorithms exploiting epsilon-box dominance, an epsilon precision must be470

specified to set the acceptable numerical precision to be used for each objective.

The epsilon values are 0.5 for hydropower revenue, 0.05 for each volumetric reli-

ability to Baltimore, Chester and the Atomic Power Plant, 0.05 for recreational

storage reliability and 0.001 for the environmental shortage index as in Giu-

liani et al. [25]. The overall best known Pareto approximate set for the Lower475

Susquehanna test case was attained using consistent epsilon-dominance sorting

across all algorithms. This reflects that it is always possible to transform point

dominance results (e.g., those from NSGAII) into box-dominance results; the

reverse is not true. It is critical to maintain consistent dominance relationships

when benchmarking MOEAs [29].480

The parameter space of each MOEA is sampled using 100 Latin Hypercube

samples (LHS). Each point in the parameter space shown in Figure 3, represents
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a full specification of the algorithm’s crossover, selection, and mutation opera-

tors, as well as initial population sizes and NFEs. Table 2 provides a summary

of the parameter ranges for each algorithm including Latin Hypercube samples485

and random seed replicates used in this study. Each point in the parameter

block is replicated for 30 random seeds to account for effects on initial popula-

tions and probabilistic search operators. Since the Lower Susquehanna test case

has an unknown true Pareto Front, the best known approximation, or reference

set, is generated by sorting the non-dominated solutions found across 30 seed490

runs for 100 parameter samples with maximum number of function evaluations

of 200,000 for the seven algorithms tested. The performance metrics described

in section 3.3, are then computed relative to this reference set illustrated in

Figure 3.

Runtime dynamics for each algorithm were captured in order to test the495

MOEAs’ performance with their default parameterizations. The runtime dy-

namics provide snapshots of the hypervolume performance attained every one

thousand funtion evaluations. The search was extended to 250,000 NFEs to ex-

plore if the MOEAs continue to improve their search under their typical use case.

Each algorithm was run for 50 random seed trials with their default crossover,500

mutation and selection operators shown in Table 2.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Contributions to Best Known Reference Set

Figure 5 represents the reference set of Pareto approximate solutions that

compose the tradeoffs for the Conowingo dam’s potential operating policies.505

These tradeoffs were obtained across all runs for the seven algorithms tested in

this study. The arrows in Figure 5 indicate the direction of preference for the

environmental shortage index, recreation storage reliability and atomic power

plant volumetric reliability. Although not visible, the ideal solution would be

located in back lower corner of the box. Figure 5 also provides a measure of510

the percent of the reference set solutions that were captured by each MOEA
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within the epsilon precisions specified in section 4. Color is used to visualize

the portions of the reference Pareto approximate surface contributed by each

algorithm. The Borg MOEA and ε-MOEA were the largest contributors to the

reference set with 48 and 43 percent respectively (shown with large purple and515

green areas in Figure 5). The remaining algorithms made very modest contribu-

tions to the reference set where ε-NSGAII contributed 4 % of the total solutions;

both, NSGAII and MOEA/D contributed with 2%, GDE3 provided 1% contri-

bution. OMOPSO failed to capture any of the reference set solutions. Overall,

ε-MOEA and the Borg MOEA alone capture 91% of the Lower Susquehanna520

test case’s best known tradeoff solutions.

5.2. Effectiveness and Reliable Search

To gain a better understanding of the MOEAs effectiveness and reliability,

Figure 6 provides attainment plots that quantify the probability that a given

MOEA attains a certain percent of the best possible metric value. Each of525

the columns in panels (a)-(c) in Figure 6 corresponds to an MOEA. The best

overall metric attained in a single seed run for each algorithm is indicated by

the black circle in each column. The vertical axis represents the percent of the

best metric, and the gray shading indicates the probability of attaining a given

percent of the best metric value. Ideal performance would be indicated by a530

completely black bar with a black circle at the 100% level, designating that a

single trial run of an algorithm is both perfectly reliable and effective. Reporting

the attainment probability as opposed to only reporting the best overall run,

provides a broader context of probabilistic search performance. If an algorithm

exhibits outstanding performance in its best single run, but fails to attain high535

performance consistently, then it has low value to users.

Figure 6a illustrates perfect generational distance for all of the MOEAs

tested. This is the easiest metric to meet, since it only requires one solution

to be close to the reference set. Failing to attain generational distance would

indicate that the algorithm failed to find a single solution near the reference540

set; this metric helps identify complete algorithmic failure. The fact that none
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of the tested algorithms display abject failure when supporting direct policy

search can provide intuition on the difficulty of the problem. Although all of

the algorithms attained strong performance in the generational distance metric,

this metric is generally only useful for extremely difficult problems where not545

even a single Pareto approximate solution is identified. However, the nature of

a many objective problem requires the representation of the full set of tradeoffs,

as well as capturing all the portions of the tradeoffs, which this metric fails to

provide.

When transitioning to epsilon indicator in Figure 6b, all of the algorithms550

have degraded performance. This is a predictable result since this is a more

challenging metric to satisfy and is very sensitive to gaps in the approximation

set. Despite the more challenging metric, ε-MOEA, the Borg MOEA and ε-

NSGAII, are highly effective. The ε-MOEA leads the attainment probability for

high threshold levels, followed by ε-NSGAII and the Borg MOEA. This means555

that a single seed run of these MOEAs across the tested parameterizations

would reliably approximate the Conowingo tradeoffs. It should be noted that

in Figure 6b, MOEA/D and OMOPSO both show significant degradations in

performance.

As expected, Figure 6c shows that hypervolume attainment is the most560

challenging test of performance across all of the algorithms. Hypervolume is

typically challenging since it requires high performance for convergence and di-

versity; in other words, it requires a high quality representation of the full set

of tradeoffs. The top performing algorithms are ε-MOEA, the Borg MOEA and

ε-NSGAII. ε-MOEA and the Borg MOEA have the best overall metric value;565

however, their likelihood of attaining high threshold levels decreases. MOEA/D

and OMOPSO have the worst performance. OMOPSO’s best overall hypervol-

ume achieves only 30% of the best metric value, while MOEA/D achieves 50%.

MOEA/D is sensitive to heterogeneous scaling across an application’s objec-

tives due to its use of Chebyshev-based aggregations of objectives into a single570

weighted objective function.

The overall most effective and reliable algorithms based on their best per-
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formance and high attainment probability are ε-MOEA, the Borg MOEA and

ε-NSGAII. Any single run of these algorithms would have a good approximation

to the best known Pareto policies. The overall results from Figure 6 highlight575

that although the 6-objective formulation of the Lower Susquehanna test rep-

resents a very challenging control problem, solving the EMODPS variant of the

problem is not that challenging for some of the modern MOEAs.

5.3. Controllability and Efficiency

As discussed in section 3, we implemented visually informed controllability580

goals. This refers to the exploitation of visual analytics to determine what cor-

responding level of the hypervolume performance yields an acceptable represen-

tation of the tradeoffs if used in a decision support context. The hypervolume

level that achieves a good representation of decision relevant compromises is

then used as our target hypervolume. Figure 7 illustrates that the 75th per-585

centile hypervolume provides a high quality representation of the reference set.

Further refinements of hypervolume performance may not be warranted if they

require significantly more computational effort, emphasizing the importance of

visualization in MOEA benchmarking as recently noted by Reed and Kollat

[53]. The control maps in Figure 8 present two-dimensional projections of the590

MOEAs performance sampled across their full feasible parameter spaces. They

are constructed with population sizes ranging from 10 to 1000 and number of

function evaluations ranging from 10,000 NFEs to 200,000 NFEs. These two

parameters commonly have a very strong influence on algorithmic performance

and computational demands. The color legend provides a measure of the per-595

cent of the target hypervolume (see Figure 7) captured across 30 random seeds

for each of the MOEAs’ tested parameterizations. In simpler terms, the results

of Figure 8 differ from the attainment results of Figure 6 by assuming as is

typically done in practice that for each of the MOEAs’ parameterizations the

resultant Pareto approximation set would be developed across 30 independent600

trial runs. Ideal performance would be represented by an entirely dark blue

control map, indicating that an MOEA attained the target hypervolume across
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all of its parameterizations (i.e., it is highly controllable). In other words, it

indicates that it would be very difficult to make an MOEA fail as a result of

how it is parameterized given 30 random seed trials. This would also mean605

that a good approximation to the Pareto front could be attained with minimum

NFEs, providing insight of the algorithm’s efficiency.

The ε-NSGAII and ε-MOEA control maps show that these algorithms have

a very broad range of effective parameters, indicated by a large dark blue re-

gion in their control maps. These two algorithms are effective for this problem,610

attaining high levels of performance for a low number of function evaluations,

and for a large range of population sizes. The Borg MOEA requires a larger

investment of NFEs to maximize its success; it requires a minimum of 100,000

NFEs to consistently attain the target hypervolume level. Consistent with prior

findings, the Borg MOEA is generally only sensitive to NFE [32, 52]. NSGAII,615

the classical benchmark used in this study, shows a broad zone of high per-

formance; however, it does not attain 100% of the target hypervolume for any

of the parameterizations tested. GDE3 requires larger population sizes and in-

creased NFE to improve its performance, requiring more than 100,00 NFE and a

population size larger than 400 to attain nearly 75% of the target hypervolume.620

OMOPSO has poor performance, achieving only 25% to 40% of the target hy-

pervolume for the full range of tested parameters. MOEA/D fails to attain the

target hypervolume for this problem. Although this algorithm has been shown

to be very strong in solving test functions, MOEA/D is sensitive to scaling, this

makes it less useful for many-objective direct policy search.625

The results from Figure 8, emphasize the importance of controllable algo-

rithms in water resources applications. Broadly, control maps provide a sense

of the sweet spot for an MOEA’s parameter space. In other words, they give

insight on the sensitivity of an MOEA to its different parameter choices. As

we transition to more challenging applications, we need to shift the focus from630

finding instances of MOEA parameterizations that work for specific applica-

tions to MOEAs that support the exploration of challenging problems, and that

are capable of yielding high quality results regardless of the user-specified pa-
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rameters. In this regard, the top performing algorithms are the Borg MOEA,

ε-MOEA, and ε-NSGAII, which find broad zones of high performance. Namely,635

ε-MOEA shows high performance for broader parameter ranges than the rest

of the MOEAs. The Borg MOEA’s control map, for example, suggests that

it is difficult to make the algorithm fail given sufficient NFE. A similar trend

is shown for NSGAII and GDE3; these algorithms have improved results with

larger NFE and population sizes. OMOPSO and MOEA/D show the worst640

overall performance. The overall results from Figures 6 and 8 are consistent

in highlighting that the Lower Susquehanna’s EMODPS formulation is readily

solved by many current MOEAs. The challenge posed in these results is that

it would have been very difficult to predict in advance the levels of failure for

GDE3, OMOPSO and MOEA/D. When viewed in combination with other re-645

cent benchmarking efforts in water resources (Reed et al. [52] and Ward et al.

[65]), only the Borg MOEA has consistently performed well across applications.

All of the more traditional non-adaptive MOEAs have had mixed success on

water resources applications. The benchmarking results for EMODPS in this

study further highlight that algorithm choice remains a concern.650

5.4. Runtime Dynamics

To represent the typical use case of running the MOEAs using their default

parameterizations, as opposed to sampling the full feasible parameter space,

each algorithm was run with their default parameters summarized in Table 2.

Our typical use case evaluation exploits the MOEAs’ absolute hypervolume per-655

formance; this metric is clearly demonstrated in Figure 6 as being the most chal-

lenging given the joint requirements of diversity maintenance and convergence.

Figure 9 represents the average across 50 random seeds for each algorithm.

Their search durations were extended to 250,000 NFE to check for continued

progress. MOEA/D failed using its default parameterizations as shown by its660

horizontal line at 0 hypervolume for the entire run. The runtime dynamics show

that MOEA/D’s recommended parameterizations are not suited for this prob-

lem, even when sampling across a broader range of parameterizations, as shown
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earlier by the control maps in Figure 8. NSGAII and GDE3 have moderate im-

provements within the first 50 thousand NFE; however, they cease to improve665

for the remainder of their runs. These algorithms are far less effective when

using their default parameters. This suggests that a population size of 100 is

not sufficient and a larger population may be required to improve their success

(as shown in their control maps in Figure 8). ε-MOEA makes rapid progress

within the first 100 thousand NFE; however, it exhibits very low improvements670

throughout the rest of the run. ε-NSGAII, outperformed the other algorithms,

obtaining the highest hypervolume at the end of the run under default pa-

rameterizations, it also showed steep progress within few NFEs, outperforming

ε-MOEA within 100,000 function evaluations. The Borg MOEA had the second

largest hypervolume value at the end of the run; however, its average random675

seeds show a steady and continued progress throughout the run, indicating that

Borg MOEA has potential to improve the search steadily with extended NFE.

Both of the top performing algorithms, ε-NSGAII and the Borg MOEA, feature

time continuation, which enables them to detect stagnation and reinvigorate the

search injecting new random solutions. This enables them to continue to im-680

prove the search. Additionally, the Borg MOEA’s adaptive multi-operator use

makes it less sensitive to its parameters and predictably improves performance

with increasing NFE. Table 3 provides a summary of hypervolume performance

for the evaluated MOEAs. This metric is presented since it is the most challeng-

ing metric used in this study. The table presents the maximum and the mean685

hypervolume values along with their variance across all parameters and all seeds

for each of the MOEAs tested. The percent contribution of each MOEA to the

reference set is also provided.

6. Conclusions

This study has demonstrated that some modern MOEAs are capable of reli-690

ably and effectively finding control policies that balance the Lower Susquehanna

test case’s six-objective tradeoffs using Evolutionary Multi-objective Direct Pol-
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icy Search (EMODPS). By acting directly in the policy space, EMODPS enables

the evaluation of multiple objectives simultaneously while enhancing users’ abil-

ity to exploit simulation models, include complex mixtures of different types of695

objectives (e.g., expected costs and minimax risks), and incorporate a broader

array of system information in reservoir operating policies (e.g., model fore-

casts, upstream operations, etc.). The potential value of EMODPS increases if

it facilitates the transition to complex reservoir control problems.

Understanding our ability to address more complex reservoir management700

applications using EMODPS requires rigorous assessments of the capabilities

of modern MOEAs to support this framework. This study expands on the

MOEA diagnostic study by Reed et al. [52] by benchmarking the relative ef-

ficiency, effectiveness, and reliability of ε-MOEA, Borg, ε-NSGAII, NSGAII,

GDE3, OMOPSO and MOEA/D when solving a challenging EMODPS applica-705

tion. The diagnostic benchmarking results for these algorithms are based on a

six-objective formulation for the management of the Conowingo reservoir located

in the Lower Susquehanna River Basin. Overall the ε-MOEA, ε-NSGAII and

the Borg MOEA demonstrated consistently high levels of performance. These

three algorithms feature epsilon dominance-archiving which represents a diver-710

sity enhancement that also ensures stable and bounded archiving. Additionally,

the Borg MOEA and ε-NSGAII feature time-continuation with adaptive popu-

lation sizing to help enhance the search and guarantee continued progress with

increased search time. These features help maintain search diversity and fa-

cilitate escape from local optima, observed by a continued and stable progress715

throughout their runtime. MOEA/D and OMOPSO exhibited poor perfor-

mance. GDE3 and NSGAII also struggled to support direct policy search. This

implies that algorithmic performance still remains a concern. Collectively, recent

MOEA diagnostic studies demonstrate that only the Borg MOEA has performed

consistently well across a wider water applications’ suite [32, 29, 52, 65].720

As we confront river basin systems with a higher number of reservoirs and

increasingly uncertain tradeoffs impacting their operations (e.g., climate change,

changes in energy markets, population pressures, ecosystem services, etc.), fu-
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ture EMODPS solution strategies will require MOEAs that are highly scalable

and extensible to emerging parallel computing architectures. Future research725

efforts should focus on extensions that consider broader envelopes of uncer-

tainty to encompass societal challenges and climate change, and also effectively

use of information to make policies more adaptive without significantly increas-

ing the computational demands. Reservoirs are very complex and integrative

coupled human-natural systems. Effective operations require an understanding730

of evolving hydro-climatology, conflicting demands, and risks. More research

is also needed to bridge the longstanding gap between theoretical analyses of

reservoirs and their actual operations.
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Table 1: Multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs) tested in this study.

Algorithm Class Reference

Borg MOEA Adaptive multi-operator Hadka and Reed, 2011
ε-NSGAII Pareto front approximation Kollat and Reed, 2006
ε-MOEA Pareto front approximation Deb et al, 2002
OMOPSO Particle swarm optimization Sierra and Coello Coello, 2005
GDE3 Differential Evolution Kukkonen and Lampinen, 2005
MOEA/D Aggregate functions Zhang et al, 2009
NSGAII Baseline Deb et al, 2000
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Table 2: Latin hypercube sampling of MOEAs’ operators and their associated parameter
ranges as well as the MOEAs’ default parameterizations.

Parameter LHS range Default Algorithms

Crossover SBX rate 0 -1 0.01 Borg, ε-NSGAII,
ε-MOEA, NSGAII

SBX distribution index 0-500 15 Borg, ε-NSGAII,
ε-MOEA, NSGAII

DE crossover rate 0-1 0.1 Borg, GDE3,
MOEA/D, NSGAII

DE step size 0-1 0.5 Borg, GDE3,
MOEA/D

PCX parents 2-10 3 Borg
PCX offspring 1-10 2 Borg
PCX eta 0 -1 0.1 Borg
PCX zeta 0 -1 0.1 Borg
UNDX parents 2 -10 3 Borg
UNDX offspring 1 -10 2 Borg
UNDX eta 0 -1 0.5 Borg
UNDX zeta 0-1 0.35 Borg
SPX parents 2-10 3 Borg
SPX offspring 1-10 2 Borg
SPX epsilon 0-1 0.5 Borg

Mutation PM rate 0-1 1 Borg, ε-NSGAII,
ε-MOEA,
NSGAII, MOEA/D

PM distribution index 0-500 20 Borg, ε-NSGAII,
ε-MOEA,
NSGAII, MOEA/D

UM rate 0-1 1/L Borg
Perturbation Index 0-1 NA OMOPSO

Selection Neighborhood Size 0-0.2 0.1 MOEA/D
Delta 0-1 0.9 MOEA/D
Eta 0-0.02 0.01 MOEA/D
Archive Size 10-1000 NA OMOPSO
Injection Rate 0.1-1 0.25 Borg, ε-NSGAII

Population Size 10-1000 100 All algorithms

NFE 10,000 - 200,000 250,000 All algorithms

LHS 100 NA All algorithms
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Table 3: Summary of hypervolume performance and set contribution. The maximum, mean
and variance of the hypervolume is obtained across all seeds and parameterizations for each
of the tested MOEAs. The set contribution refers to the percent of solutions from the best
overall approximation obtained by each MOEA.

Algorithm Maximum Mean Variance Set
hypervolume hypervolume Contribution

Borg MOEA 0.5063 0.1836 0.0155 48 %
ε-MOEA 0.4767 0.2354 0.0094 43 %
ε-NSGAII 0.4408 0.1950 0.0110 4 %
NSGAII 0.372 0.1301 0.0071 2 %
GDE3 0.3584 0.1028 0.0057 1 %
MOEA/D 0.2016 0.0096 0.00058 2 %
OMOPSO 0.1883 0.0413 0.00047 0 %
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New York

Lower 
Susquehanna 
River Basin

Pennsylvania
Maryland

Susquehanna River

Conowingo
Reservoir

Muddy 
Run

Chesapeake Bay
Delaware Bay

Chester

Baltimore

Figure 1: Map of the Susquehanna River Basin, highlighted in yellow is the Lower Susque-
hanna River Basin section. The Conowingo hydropower plant and the Muddy Run facility
are represented by a large and a small triangle, respectively, located between Pennsylvania
and Maryland. (Map adapted from [47]).
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Demand: Demand: 

Conowingo Objectives
Six objectives to be optimized

Figure 2: Illustration of the six objectives of the Conowingo reservoir. The reservoir has a
storage capacity of 382 × 106 m3/day ( approximately 310,000 acre-feet) and hydropower
capacity of 548 MW, with a mean annual inflow from the Susquehanna river of 92.6 × 106

m3/day. Chester, PA and Baltimore, MD can withdraw a maximum of 114,000 and 946,000
m3/day respectively, approved by the Susquehanna River Basin Commission. Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station uses water from the Conowingo reservoir for cooling purposes, evapo-
rating up to 106,000 m3/day. Additionally, FERC requires a minimum intermittent flow of
8.6 × 106 m3/day and up to 25.5 × 106 m3/day for the fish migratory period in the spring
[60].
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Figure 3: Diagnostic assessment framework used to evaluate the performance of each of the
seven MOEAs tested in the study (adapted from Reed et al. [52]). The parameters for each
MOEA are sampled across their full ranges using Latin Hypercube Sampling. Each MOEA
parameter set is run in replicate for 30 random seeds to account for random seed effects. The
approximation set for each MOEA parameterization is assessed through metrics measuring
the convergence, consistency and diversity of approximation sets. Probabilistic assessments of
metric attainment are then used to assess the effectiveness and reliability of each algorithm.
Visually informed metric goals are then established to construct control maps that capture
the efficiency and controllability of each algorithm.
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Figure 4: Illustration of the control policy represented using radial basis functions. Radial
basis functions input reservoir level and time index to define the corresponding release de-
cisions for water supply and downstream release for hydropower production and minimum
environmental flow requirements.
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Figure 5: The reference set for the Lower Susquehanna test case attained across all MOEA
runs. The arrows show the direction of preference for the plotted objectives. The ideal
solution would be located in the lower-back corner. The colors represent contributions from
each MOEA.
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Figure 6: The best overall metric value achieved by each MOEA across all runs is designated
using black circles. The grayscale shading shows the probability that a single random seed run
of an MOEA reaches a given percentage of the best possible metric value for (a) generational
distance, (b) additive epsilon indicator, and (c) hypervolume.
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Figure 7: Approximation set corresponding to the 75th percentile hypervolume. This perfor-
mance attainment goal provides a good representation of the Conowingo tradeoffs and defines
the target hypervolume for the control maps.
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Figure 8: Hypervolume performance control maps capturing controllability and efficiency of
each MOEA. The color scale represents the percent of the target (75th percentile hypervolume)
captured by each local 30-seed approximation set from each tested MOEA parameterization.
The control maps are subprojections of the Latin Hypercube samples for each MOEA’s full
feasible parameter ranges, focusing on the number of function evaluations (NFEs) and popula-
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hypervolume is captured by the MOEA, while dark red designates full algorithmic failure.
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Figure 9: Random seed average search dynamics that result when each MOEA solves the
Lower Susquehanna test case using their default parameterizations. Each line represents the
average hypervolume attained as a function of the number of function evaluations across 50
random seed runs of each MOEA’s default parameterizations.
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